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Alan Gould: SEO Article 

Lady Gaga 

 

The term ‘Poker Face’ had never been so popular till Lady Gaga came along and created a hit 

single by the name and made it glam rock lingo. Only 24 years of age, Lady Gaga has gained 

popularity for her tongue-in-cheek, shock art performances. With a name inspired by 

Queen’s hit “Radio Gaga”, Lady Gaga confesses that her musical journey began at the tender 

age of 4. Lady Gaga, the self-proclaimed entertainer and ham, showed keen interest in 

music, learning to play the piano by ear at 4. By 13 Lady Gaga had already written her first 

piano ballad and began performing at New York clubs by the time she hit 14. 

Lady Gaga’s debut album, ‘The Fame’, topped the Billboard Hot 100 in the United States and 

went on to gather rave reviews in Canada, Austria, Germany and Ireland. ‘Just Dance’ and 

‘Poker Face’ quickly climbed up the charts and got Lady Gaga nominated for six Grammy 

Awards, of which she won the Best Dance Recording and Best Electronic/Dance Album in 

2009. Following the success of her album, Lady Gaga went on a worldwide concert tour ‘The 

Fame Ball Tour’. Lady Gaga concert tickets sold like hot cakes, with The Hollywood Reporter 

stating that Lady Gaga was a serious contender to Madonna’s crown. 

Following ‘The Fame’, Lady Gaga’s next chart-topping single ‘Bad Romance’ came from her 

second album ‘The Fame Monster’; and naturally ‘The Monster Ball Tour’ followed. Lady 

Gaga concert tickets for this worldwide tour became hot property too. So much so, that the 

schedule for Lady Gaga’s 2011 schedule along with Lady Gaga concert tickets are available 

online already. For the convenience of Lady Gaga fans worldwide, all of Lady Gaga concert 

tickets are available online. The online Lady Gaga concert tickets for 2011 also come with a 

code for a brand new Lady Gaga song. 

Lady Gaga’s latest hit Alejandro, comes remixed by eight of the finest DJs in the world and 

was performed by Lady Gaga on the ninth season of American Idol. 
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